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ABSTRACT

The study analyse teacher professional development (PD) in Tanzania in view of school management practice in supporting teacher professional development. The present study take school management practice as a factor which can affect teacher professional development. The instruments which are used for the purpose of data collection were interviews, questionnaires, focus group and documentary review. The study examined the prevalence of teacher’s initiated management practices such as planning & scheduling, short term training programs & seminars, formal mentoring program, meeting held at school level and to encourage teachers on the effective utilization of teachers learning resource. As well the study outcomes recommend the government to increase autonomy to school management to enhance the power to choose specific objective to teacher’s professional development.
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INTRODUCTION

Teachers, are considered an important component in the teaching and learning process. They have several responsibilities in educational sphere, not only as teachers to transfer knowledge and skill but also as monitors who boost the potentials in teaching and learning process for better educational results (Abd-Kadir, 2013). It is also meant that that teachers have heavy tasks and responsibilities in respect of achievement of educational goals where they are required to not only master the subject area being taught but are also required displaying a personality, suitable for acting as a role model for students (Mkumbo, 2012). The complex tasks and responsibilities of achieving educational goals relate to teachers’ education, skill and knowledge, so that well organized form of knowledge will boost teachers daily routine in fulfilling educational goals (Regan et al, 2016).

Standard educational system depends on the quality of its teachers. So there must be a well-organized system for the encouragement of teachers to develop themselves and to prove a potential teacher with full of knowledge and competence. Teachers’ competence should be established through integrated and logical ways (Hakielimu, 2010). Investing on teachers’ education, promoting teacher qualifications and improving their skills can not only be through initial teacher education program but also from side to side combination of the initial teacher education and professional development (Saban, 2000).

Teachers are estimated to establish innovative role as a component of the logical improvement. Teachers professional development establish room for teacher to reconnoiter new innovations, new pedagogical technique, enhance their proformas and extend themselves both in professional sphere and individual skills (Hardman, F., 2013). It is essential to all educational stake holders and educational communities had better to understand the different hope of the teachers, the new administration characters as well as the duty &and existing description of professional development, credit by all-inclusive community of the composite nature of the changes needed is the first step in creating necessary management practices that enables teachers fulfil their fundamental role in organized reforms (Mosha, 2009). Conversely schools are organizational and unorthodox, teachers are out-of-the-way as one another and to some extent knowledgeable to fulfil their responsibility independently. School Management typically assist to promote teamwork. PD takes depend upon a deficit model in which an teachers who participate in professional program weights data and info to teachers who are expected to be incomplete and in requirement of external specialists to impart them up-to-date approaches of occupied with learners (Mbwambo 2015; Sambumbu, 2010, Essel, Badu, Owusu, Boateng and Albert 2009).
PD needs systematic restructurings, shifting mutual structure of school standards besides performs inside teachers (Fullan, 2010). The changes procedure comprises four altitudes i.e. active initiation & participation, pressure & support, changes in performance, principles & possession. Deprived of understanding the composite nature of changes and without creating professional development occasions used for teachers, school team member can end up espousing improvement after improvement without far-sighted slightly perfection in the advancement in educational objective (Akram et al., 2020).

According to Mosha, (2016) different studies has testimony about the issue of teacher confident, it is believed that teachers are confident to their responsibilities but due to dynamicity in societal and educational spheres, there is dire need for extra tools to make them to fill the missing gape. Hence professional development program to teachers is inevitable (Mtana 2012, Taylor, Roth, Wilson, Stuhlsat, & Tipton, 2017, Tecle, 2006). Professional development is essential tool in teaching profession (Muhammad & Maka, 2015). Government, donor, and education stakeholders were responsible to provide and facilitate in-service training to teachers in public schools in Tanzania (Uwezo, 2018; Frenwick, 2011; Khamis & Shammons 2007; Mwakabenga 2018; Mosha, 2009). Therefore, this study is intended to analyze the teacher’s professional development by viewing school management practice in supporting teacher’s professional development. There is inadequate training and guidance from principal to teachers (Akram et al., 2020).

**Study Objective**

To analyze teacher professional development in Tanzania, by viewing school management practice on teachers professional development

**Research question**

To address the problem of the study researcher developed the following research questions:-

1. Does the school management plan and schedule the short term training programs and seminars for teacher professional development of teachers?
2. Does school management arrange formal mentoring program?
3. Does the school principle have the chance to plan specific objective of teachers’ professional development?
4. Does school management encourage teachers to utilize the available resource center for improving their professional?

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Teacher professional development in the context**

Teacher Professional Development, is a regular process associated with modifications in facts, philosophies, and approaches among teachers and other education service sector workers towards improving educational result outcomes (Cooper, 2004) Teachers professional development refers to different presence form of in-service educational chances that are accessible to teachers through their school or school district(Komba and Nkubi, 2008) teachers’ professional development refers to the procedure of refining the teachers’ professional qualification to meet their duty standard inside and outside the formal learning environment. In this views appears to fit the essential of teacher professional development some forces are needed to support process and on among those force is the school management mechanism, MoEC (2010). In Tanzania context the articulation of Professional Development structure start at national level, by the central government providing policy frame work for practice some element decentralized to the local government level up to the school level, in the school level some element of professional development which are regular happening is like mentoring and coaching among the member of department.

**Implementation of teacher professional development in the context**

In Tanzania context Enactment of Teacher professional development is operating under Tanzania Institute of Education TIE. The institute inform teachers to the new curriculum and revised curriculum in the same line tie focusing on orienting educational stark holders to the matter relating to curriculum and professional development. TIE corroborating with other educational stake holders to provide professional development to teachers (MOEVT, 2017). TIE as the core actor of teachers Professional development they guided with national frame work for teacher professional development, the aim of national frame work is to promote coherent structure for implementing and practicing professional development in Tanzania (MOEVT, 2017).

**Practicing context/factor influence professional development**

Extension Needs: Is kind of professional development provided to senior teachers aimed to equip them with new skill and knowledge in order to improve their professional (Jahangir, Saheen & Kazmi 2012). Refreshment Needs: here stress is only updating the past knowledge (Hacer, 2012). Conversional needs: in this kind of professional development teachers are trained to adapt the new role (Akhter et al 2011). Person oriented: here individual teacher put effort in engaging in different form of professional development for self-professional advancement or
for self-need in improving school objective (Osamwonyi, 2016). Professional oriented: her professional development needed for advancing competence (Taylor, Roth, Wilson, Stuhlsat, & Tipton, 2017). Job oriented: here professional development program is based on the specific role or immediately role of the teacher example the use of new learning tools (Akhter et al 2011). Teacher needs: here the professional development program depend on the teachers wish in expanding their skill example he can decide to go in training to learn more about specific subject matter. (Dorkeno, 2018) System and Instructional Needs: In this professional development may be arranged when there are implementation of the new roles in education organization and educational system (Jahangir, Saheen and Kazmi 2012). Curriculum implementation: here the professional development form. In this connection, professional development activities may be formalized to improve and reshape teachers knowledge in curriculum implementation (Evans, 2008) And other need can be School Improvement: here training can be arranged to update school staff on the matter relating school issues (Osamwonyi, 2016).

School Management Practices
In the study school management refereed as the organizational mechanism and applies that are intended at provided that backing to the teachers with the main goal quality advancing teachers in fulfilling their responsibility (Rogan and Fullan, 2017). School management should smoothen the practices for checking professional development of teachers. This practices might takings the formula of strategic and planning short term training and formal monitoring program, meeting detained at school level and at cluster level and utilization of teachers' resource centre (Abd-Kadir, 2013). According to Mosha, (2009) school management practices for teachers' professional development are fundamental aimed at in dorsing teacher's development and great superiority education. Because teachers are the part and parcel of teaching and learning process where changes take place hence teachers fulfilling their responsibility effective this is because teachers are closest to the school and classroom where reforms will be enacted (Blasé and Blasé, 2007). School management practices also can be defined as role of school managers to enhance school atmosphere by utilizing inside and outside resource to promote better teaching and learning process (Komba, 2016).

Role of school management to teachers' professional development
For the assurance of teachers in professional development program School management advised to offer an ample time to teachers in order for them to be free to participate in professional development program and to practice what they learn in the program hence improve of teachers professional (Abdou, 2017; Dervin, 2018). Once the workers get the chance to participate in several form of professional development activity, they fill belongings of the organization, feel the supportiveness of the organization this may encourage workers to work more, being faithfully to the organizational goal and hence low intention to quit their job (Lala et al, 2012) to some extent not all organizational can offer their employee professional development opportunity, once organizational offer such opportunity in turn can translate employee positive attitude and feeling as the part and parcel of the organization hence employee work with passion which may lead better organizational (Taylor, Roth, Wilson, Stuhlsat, and Tipton, 2017).

Principals are responsible to deal with all challenges occurring in schools, teachers professional development and advancement is an important area of them (Parveen et. al., 2021). Furthermore, principals can support teachers energies by providing information and guide them to different professional development opportunity inside and outside to the school compound (URT 2015). Also they can insure staff development which are provided is linked to the school objective and teachers professional advancement, also school principle can act as the supervisor by arranging time to evaluate what teachers learn from the professional development program by observing how teacher implement it in the school area and in classroom activities (Komba 2012). What school principle observe from teachers after professional development program is very important, school principle can use those feedback to evaluate teachers achievement and to encourage them to perform more or to arrange other staff development activities to make them to improve more (Tsotetsi, 2012). Without presence of clear evidence teachers can act negatively when they asked to perform what they learn from professional development program therefore in schools principles should have clear mechanism on how to make teachers to provide professional development feedback to the other staff (Nzarirwehi, and Atuhumuze, 2019). A good and wealth feedback of professional development program can be observed from classroom formative because to some extent teachers they appreciate evidence which they gather them self so school management encouraged to provide room for classroom assessment (Nishimura, 2014 Dervin, 2018, O’Dwyer and Atlı, 2015). Though changes is not a simple activities and not all staff can be lead to accept changes its need and extra energy and cooperation between school management and staff teachers(Okiror, Hayward, and Winterbottom, 2017).

School management are like other organization management, usually staff they have trends to trust there management and to some extent staff can act positive to please the managements so teachers can have more positive perception on the evaluation done by their school management than from other managerial act, in the some line school principle can analyses specific area which they need teaches to improve and arrange some staff development program and encourage teachers to attend for better school improvement (Morales, 2016, Tuncel, and
As soon as the school management making assessment of any professional development program which their teachers attend it’s may bring meaningful to staff and can encourage their professional growth (Okior, Hayward and Winterbottom, 2017).

Due to societal diversity every school they have their specific need school management advised decide on their specific objective of the professional development programs, it achievement can bring positive changes to the learning and teaching process to the particular area (Popova, Evan, and Arancibia, 2016, Li, Y and Dervin, 2018, Safi, 2015). Deciding on the specific objective and needed knowledge as whole depend on the degree of accountability from both principal and school management in ensuring student learning goal are achieved, achievement of student leaning should be the core of strategic planning and resource management proper allocation of the available resource in creating professional development management (MoE, 2009). In addition to that school management are expected to collaborate with other educational administrative and educational stake holders, educational professionals to bring more professional growth to their staff (Owen, 2014; Vangrieken et al., 2017; Wang, 2016).

Along with other features, assert that supportive leadership such as the establishment of structures for friendly communication, socialization, support, and empowerment for newly and experienced teachers is essential in ensuring the success of teacher professional development program (Owen 2014 Sezer, Karaoğlan-Yılmaz, and Yılmaz, 2017, Lee, 2018). Moreover, supportive leadership ensures that teachers remain committed to their professional learning goals and values. In their analysis of effective features of professional learning, Vangrieken et al. (2017) highlighted the need for providing leadership support in teacher professional learning at the school level, a supportive leadership is also pivotal in improving teachers’ senses of autonomy and collaborative learning. The success of school management in professional development programs depends on the principal creating space for teachers to share good practices and content knowledge (Khamis and Shammons, 2007, Mwakabenga 2018).

**THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK**

**Adult learning theory**

The theory was based on the ways which adult can learn, Theory based on andragogy, it is founded with Alexander Kapp, a German educator, in 1833, and advanced into a philosophy of adult education by American guru, Malcolm Knowles. Originating from the Greek words meaning ‘man-leading’, andragogy involve of knowledge plans concentrated on adults and main principally defined as the “the art and science of helping adults learn” (Tracey and Mandel, 2012). The main idea of theory is to differentiate adult learning from children learning.

The doctrines of the theory include:

- Adults restored learning from their past knowledge
- Adults prefer a realistic approach which can be applied in solving specific issue.
- Adults wish to learn things which can cause observable changes.
- Adults require to be involved in matters relating to their progress (Mwakabenga 2018, Milhem, W, Abushamsie, K & Aróstegui, M, 2014).

Consequently, teachers like other adult prefer to be included in structuring and evaluation process of their learning and to be part on the important decision why particular learning is important to them; that means teacher as matured people does not participate in learning as the empty vacuum they participate in learning depending on their experience, thus experience can include their past achievement and mistake and all of this act as the basis for the learning activities. Different teachers’ task and responsibility can encourage their spirit in learning (Kennedy, 2005, Alabi, and Ige, 2014).

Teachers like any adult, they need critical factor which will force them learn. Those factors supposed to be focused in brought some changes to the existing situation. Professional development as the kind of adult learning supposed to be problem centered and changes actor. It can associate changes in attitude, believes and healing to overcome embarrassment (Brookfield, 2003; Bautista 2015). If the professional development will be well systemized to cuter the need of teachers professional need and personal need to allow teachers as the adult learner to have inputs and autonomy to their professional development program. Teachers will reduce fair to participate in learning be happier and fill the belonging with their provided professional development program and they can be motivated to participate in those professional development program (Tunce and Çobanoğlu, 2018).

To some extent, adult learning is not involuntary activity. It needs a support from the system in different issues including, coaching, mentoring, material for learning, time for participating in learning, and some time need financial support etc. In this situation, school management can play a role by providing support with teachers professional development programs which are within their mandate (Sedega, Mishiwó, Seddoh, and Dorkenoo, 2018). Professional issue and pressure existing between teachers and school management play important role for school development teachers are important part in school. Lacking of well-organized school management can hinder the school improvement and good school management (UNESCO, 2003, Fullan, 2010, Balta, and Duru, 2015).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research design
The study intended to investigate school management practice on teachers’ professional development. Descriptive survey was used. The study help to back up the individualities that exist in population, nevertheless it’s not examine cause and effect relationship. The reason to use this design is the need for gathering of accurate information about the situation (Kothari, 2014).

Data Collection Method
This study included both primary and secondary data. Primary data source includes, questionnaires, interview, focus group discussions with teachers and secondary data includes journal, and different professional development program reported in the context (Komba, 2016).

Data Analysis
Data analysis based on both qualitative data and quantitative data, qualitative data collected by using interview, and focus group discussion with teachers examined and classified according to pattern and content. Quantitative data gathered through questionnaire were analyzed by using frequency and percentage. Data were analyzed to get accurate information about the study.

Presentation of the Findings
Researcher presented the finding with regard of the research question in order to reveal the insight view from the data collected to provide the knowledge on the management practices for teacher professional development.

Planning and scheduling short term training program and seminars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Research data (2021)

Result indicate 85% of School management support Teacher Professional Development by giving them permission to participate in different professional development program. School management creates good relation with colleges, teaching staff and finding experts from outside the school to share experience with teachers. While 5% of the respondents disagreed with the statement and lastly 10% of respondents were neutral. Head teachers are supporting Teacher Professional Development by allowing teachers to participate, seminars, and sensitizing teachers to take the initiative of upgrading themselves (MoEC 2015; Sumra et al 2010). According to Tecle, et al (2006) school principle involved in planning and implementing Teacher Professional Development by identify the topics and issues to be discussed.

Formal Mentoring Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Research data (2021)

Respondents were asked on how managers work best on the established mentoring program and 68% of the respondents agreed with the statement that head teachers act as inspectors and coordinators, played a significant role in ensuring that teachers are mentored and their professional is improved. While 19.3% disagreed with the statement (Mazana et al, 2015). (Komba, 2016) pointed out that school management play an important role in helping teachers to develop professionally, encourage teachers within the department to mentor each other. According to the teachers, school principals provide advice about the advantages of going for professional development courses; they also give advice on how to teach effectively through proper preparation of schemes of work, lesson plans and how to conduct a class effectively.
Utilization of Teacher Resources Centre
In this context researcher seek data on how school management encourage teachers professional and utilization of available teacher resource centre as the part and parcel for teachers professional development, the respondent mention that school management support them to utilize the teachers resource centre by structuring the time table which teachers who need to go to those learning centre get an ample time to go and learning, and school management enacted by law which energize teachers to attend in those learning centre as well to take care the resource centre also respondent testimony that “The school management insists that our staff members to get chance to go to cluster to utilize resources to upgrade knowledge in order to get more knowledge and skills (Komba, 2016, Nzairirwebi, & Atuhumuze, Makerere 2019).

School management decision on specific objective of the professional development program
School management have the role to make decision on the specify body of knowledge which they wish their teachers to acquire and they supposed to make sure the implication and policy well described in the school area (Popova, Evan, and Arancibia, 2016). In other words school management supposed to decide what acquire and to provide full support for teachers to get that knowledge and to implement it in school is necessary for teachers to implement (Li, Y and Dervin, 2018, Safi. 2015). The study reveals that 99% school management does not have the autonomy to choose the specific objective of the program this because most of the programs are dona funded therefore donas decide themselves the input of the program.

DISCUSSION
The focus of the study was to get actual information on the analysis of teacher’s professional development in Tanzania context view point school management practice. The study has analyzed the management practices that affect teachers’ professional development. The analysis revealed that management practices reviewed under this study including utilization of teacher’s resources, selection of specific objectives of professional development programs, planning and scheduling short term training program, seminars and introducing formal mentoring programs. This is in line with (Blasé and Blasé, 2007) as pointed out that school manager supposed to use some management practices to provide room to teachers to improve their professional.

The study has showed that mentoring program introduced within the school enable teachers to develop their professional and provide extra skills in helping the student to improve their performance. Mbwambo, (2015) teachers requires mentoring professionals to mentor them new approaches to deal with the students. Furthermore the study has revealed on school meeting participation which enable teachers to make decision and share different ideas that completely enable them to develop their teaching professional (Komba, 2016). The finding indicate on 90% school management does not have the autonomy to plan specific objective for the professional development program even though literatures emphasize the importance of school management to be involved in planning for specific objective for professional development programs.

CONCLUSION
Through this study school management play important role in teachers professional development; school management encouraged to plan and scheduling short term training programs and seminars, formal mentoring program, meeting held at school level and encourage teachers on the effective utilization of teachers learning resource as well the study suggest the government to increase autonomy to school management to have the power to choose specific objective to teachers professional development.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE STUDY
From the finding, it is recommended that school management should make sure they create good atmosphere for Teacher Professional Development within their school by incorporating managing practices that will further enable teachers to be directly involved in improving their professional development program to perform their obligation rationally and effectively. Some of the management practices studied in this study include planning and scheduling short term training program and seminars, formal mentoring program and coaching at school level utilization of teacher resources centre and selection of specific objective, also from the finding we can recommend that professional development policy should provide a clear autonomy to school management in selecting specific objective of the professional development program which match with the need of their school.
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